OPEN LETTER TO GOVERNOR RON DE SANTIS’ CHIEF OF STAFF JAMES UTHMEIRE
CONCERNING THE NEED FOR THE GOVERNOR’S URGENT ATTENTION
August 3, 2022
Dear Mr. Uthmeier:
The voters and leaders of the Republican Party of the Third Congressional District of Florida
need Governor Ron DeSantis’ urgent attention, guidance, and direction. In the absence of
debate and media attention, they cannot discern the truth about the contest between me and
Congresswoman Kat Cammack. The outcome of our contest will shape America’s future. Our
contest is of paramount importance to ending the federal government’s use of raw will and
force including against the political, legal, and regulatory status of the US president’s take
care of law power. This is what ruined the faithfulness to the Constitution of Vice President
Mike Pence’s certification of the 2020 electoral votes. I can resolve these issues in the next
Congress so that the Republicans can win the 2024 election in a landslide.
On my website and in various position papers, I have proven beyond-a-shadow-of-doubt that
lawless raw will and force are central to inflation and all the greatest issues facing our nation’s
security, and liberty and freedom. Despite the power of my ideas, Cammack will not debate
me. Why? Because she is an opportunist who lacks respect for truth and a spirit of curiosity
to deal with these issues. Governor DeSantis has been aware of all this for over a year.
Unfortunately, it has not reached the point of urgency required for him to act. Now is the time.
The key to resolving the use of raw will and force in government is fixing the errors in the
Judicial Conduct Act of 1980 (Act). I have written law that fixes the errors and filed the law
and a Consideration at the US Judicial Conference. My law ends the federal government’s
ability to use of raw will and force against the president and American liberty. The problem
are mistakes made by Congress in Act. These mistakes are what has caused our national
issues to swirl out of control – like our Party’s problem with Cammack.
Cammack has no interest in understanding how President Trump’s closest associates used
raw will and force against him and his office, or how this relates to inflation and liberty. The
same is true for the nation’s inflation and liberty crisis. Governor DeSantis had a fantastic
opportunity to schedule the debate between me and Cammack at the Sunshine Summit.
Over my objections and protest, he did not act. I have been speaking to the Governor
DeSantis’ closest advisors for over a year. Now with the primary election 21 days away time
is of essence. Please accept this as my request for a meeting with Governor DeSantis on an
emergency basis. Thank you and God Bless the Sunshine State and America.
Sincerely,

Manuel P. Asensio

Qualified Republican Party Candidate for Congress
in Florida’s Third Congressional District

